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0 of 0 review helpful Tom Donovan is Brilliant By Eleanor T Reyna Tom Donovan is one of my Philosophy 
Professors He is Brilliant and this and his second book does nothing but emulate this fact I love it 0 of 2 review helpful 
Five Stars By Virginia Excellent In their Dialectic of Enlightenment Horkheimer and Adorno set out to explain why 
humanity instead of entering a truly human state is sinking into a new kind of barbarism Philosophy teacher Tom 
Donovan PhD UCRiverside offers a fresh reading of that classic text showing that it is first and foremost a critique of 
the metaphysical urge Describing our world of stupid consumption mindless entertainment and perverted games and 
relationships he notes these sorts About the Author Dr Donovan holds an MA in Philosophy from Michigan State 
University and a PhD in Philosophy from The University of California Riverside For his dissertation he focused on the 
works of Horkheimer and Adorno Habermas and Luk aacute cs Tom i 
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